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We consider monetary and fiscal policy as two important tools for
macroeconomic-control. Recent years, The global financial crisis, which is resulted
from the U.S. subprime mortgage crisis, has been spreading to most of the countries
all over the world. In order to prevent worse economic damage, governments are
using as many as possible the policies to response, including China. Since November
of 2008, Chinese government has started to implement positive fiscal and monetary
policy. With a great effort, China has accomplished a relatively stable economic
environment, which is important for stabilizing and recovery of the world economy.
Then How do different countries choose different fiscal and monetary policies
according to their own situation? How can the interaction between fiscal and
monetary policy help to improve economic growth and control inflation? Is it possible
to find such policy interaction? This paper is trying to answer these questions.
For a long period, there is a large body of literature that studies how a fiscal
authority choose fiscal policy and how a monetary authority choose monetary policy.
They derive different conclusions due to different research methods, assumptions and
frameworks. In this paper, it introduces a Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium
model (DSGE model), and uses Bayesian Estimation to avoid Lucas critics.
This paper is structured with a New Keynesian DSGE model, which consists of a
representative household, firm, a government (fiscal authority) and a central bank
(monetary authority). Stochastic behavior of the system is driven by six exogenous
shocks, namely tax shock, spending shock, interest rate shock, mark-up shock, world
output shock and technology shock. Then the main part of the paper will focus on
studying the effects of all the shocks and how fiscal authority and monetary authority
react. The final part gives some advices on how to play a better interaction between
fiscal and monetary authorities.
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工业增加值增速在 2008年 6月为 16%，而到了同年 12月份就降到了 5.7%；当

























































































































































































































































































































财政政策和货币政策是可策略性替换的。Von Hagen et al.（2001）发现两个政策
的制定者之间的合作是不对称的：较宽松的财政政策通常伴随较紧缩的货币政
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